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BLACK TITLE CARD

auteur

n: a filmmaker who has a personal style and keeps creative

control over his or her works

Nauteur - A Nigerian auteur that overcomes insane odds to

still make a unique picture without compromising and

creating a unique creative work.

NATEURS

Not to be confused with the British Slang NUTTER: a crazy

person

INT.DINING TABLE - DARE’S FLAT - HOUSE

There’s incessant pounding on the front door. DARE 29 heads

towards and opens it and in comes CHIDI 29 wide eyes and

excited,WIRED. His eyes are red, he holds a thick document

like it’s a fragile child

CHIDI

Oh boy, read this , we gats make am

DARE

This one you get zobo eye, na shayo

abi na blaze?

Chidi shoves a script into Dare’s chest

CHIDI

I wrote the whole thing this

weekend.

FREEZE SCREEN : TITLE APPEARS - CHIDI - SCREENWRITER-

BLOGGER - TWITTER CELEB- WRITER OF BAD CHEQUES

Chidi is twitchy, and full of energy, and Dare looks at him

strangely,

CHIDI

Red Bull, loads of Red Bull. I dey

H, you get any lems?

DARE

I just fried some eggs

He starts to sniff and search for food. He walks to the

dinning and sees a full loaf of sliced bread and a plate of

eggs, he sits at the table.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

CHIDI

There are some NEPA officials

lurking outside wetin dey happen?

DARE

Are you minding them. Landlord dey

owe 50k wey previous tenant give

am. Na pami chop that one. Now he’s

traveled and i’m the one expected

to pay.

Dare enters the kitchen and comes out two seconds later with

a plate of fried egg

He balks, the entire loaf of bread is gone and Chidi’s mouth

is full

DARE

You ate the entire loaf!!!

Through a mouthful, he feigns innocence

CHIDI

Na one bushbaby come carry am.

Dare goes to the couch and sits down ,he takes a look at the

script , it’s title A SIMPLE PLAN

DARE

What’s it about?

He turns to Chidi, but he has already nodded off , and is

snoring up a storm. Dare commences to read the script

CUT TO

INT. LIVING ROOM - DARE’S APARTMENT - DAY

BLACK

DARE

Guy, guy,wake up.

Chidi stirs out of sleep, and looks at Dare who is looming

over him

DARE

Oh boy, i know say you dey write

but mehn, you dey write. we gats

make this one oh, Rodriguez hustle,

any which ways.

FREEZE SCREEN - TITLE APPEARS: DARE - MOVIE PRODUCER -

HUSTLER -

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

CHIDI

Correct!! But who do you think can

direct this?

DARE

There’s only one person i can think

of that i want to do this?

CUT TO

INT. SMALL ROOM-

There is a camera set up, pointing at a large wall ,seated

at one end of the room is KELS 29, Indie Director.

He’s behind a desk and he has a scoring sheet in front of

him

A beautiful young girl walks in, and stands at the other end

of the room , she’s beaming with a smile. Behind her the

backdrop of a reality TV show "Nollywood Next Top Actor"

KELS

State your name , age and what you

are here to do please.

NKECHI

My name is Nkechi Njemanze, i’m an

actress, model and a singer,

hopefully a producer one day.

She is quite radiant, she certainly has the looks of a movie

star, and some of that Nollywood sweetheart charm

KELS

Do you have something prepared ?

NKECHI

Yes i do

He motions for her to commence

She takes a breath

NB:Actress will improv scenes

She starts to "act" out a scene where she receives bad news.

She’s over the top, melodramatic and screaming at the top of

her lungs

KELS

Stop, can you please give me

something else.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

She starts to play out a break up scene and she is really

getting into it,she plays both parts, switching back and

forth, doing a bad imitation of a baritone

KELS

Nkechi, how about a monologue, can

you give me a monologue?

She nods in agreement and then begins to perform a cross

between a a pantomime and interrogation

Kels can’t believe it. She’s really getting intense, proud

of her performance

Kels is trying to contain himself

She stops

NKECHI

How was it? Shay it was good? I

wrote that myself

He’s speechless, his eye twitching furiously

NKECHI

Yes, i get that reaction a lot,

speechless abi?

He begins to hyperventilate

NKECHI

Give me the pass to the next stage

na.

That’s it. He EXPLODES

KELS

Out Out OUTTT O W T Outtttt

The poor girl scrambles out of ,the chair he hurtles hits

the door as she barely escapes

The door opens, Kels is ready to strike at whoever it is,

but see’s it’s Dare and Chidi

They walk up to him as he’s popping blood pressure pills.

Dare throws the script on the desk right in front of him

CUT TO LATER

Full of life Kels springs to his feet

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 5.

KELS

I’LL DO IT!!!!!!!

FREEZE SCREEN - TITLE APPEARS :KELS - DIRECTOR

LATER IN THE HOUSE

INT. DARE’S FLAT - DAY

KELS

And all this time i think say all

your yarns na just for mouth, so u

fit write like this and you no do

am since.

DARE

So your papa no waste money send

you go school.

CHIDI

Do u think i came to Lagos to count

bridge?

DARE

Ok, who do you think can play the

lead? We need someone good who can

do it for cheaps.I was thinking

either Piaski or Badoski.

KELS

Where you been ? Haven’t you heard?

SMASH CUT TO

INT. DARK CURTAINED ROOM - DAY

KELS(O.S)

Piaksi is currently in hiding for

going R.Kelly on one cult boy’s

juvy sister

Piaksi is hiding inside his house, curtains drawn , peeking

out fearfully, he wields a plank like a samurai sword.

SMASH CUT BACK TO

INT. BADOSKI HOUSE - LIVING ROOM

KELS(OS)

Badoski? , Well we’re not sure what

happened to him,e dey like say his

village people dey vex for am

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 6.

BADOSKI is on a chair in the middle of a room,fully suited,

with a torch in his hand his eyes darting back and forth ,

like a person that belongs in a loony bin.

BACK TO

INT. DARE’S FLAT - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

DARE

We’re going to have to hold

auditions.

Kels groans in pain but concedes

DARE

We’ll need a hall to do that

KELS

So how much do we have to start

with?

CHIDI

Don’t look at me, right now im the

president for Broke Boys Club

KELS

Right now , nothing, nah end of

project those ones go pay, and they

like to dey owe.

This is not a good start

DARE

Well, i can drop 50k , that can get

us at least one long day of

auditions and camera rental

ON SCREEN: N50,000 (Sound of cash register)

Suddenly, the power goes out, total darkness. It’s

completely PITCH BLACK, they cant even see each other

One of them brings out their phone and the screen

illuminates the room a little

CHIDI

How much you did you say that NEPA

bill was?

DARE

N50,000

ON SCREEN: N50,000 changes to 0 (sound of cash register)

(CONTINUED)
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DARE

We’re going to need some help.

THE END


